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Main idea:  Pollutants travel differently through the environment and often combine to form 
unidentifiable mixtures.  The clean-up of pollutants requires knowledge of the individual components 
that are present.  Chromatography, a technique used to separate mixtures, can be used to determine the 
ingredients that make up a particular pollutant.
  
Objective:  Youth will use chromatography to analyze the components of different pollutants.  Youth 
will observe how different ingredients in a mixture are carried along at different rates in water and, 
therefore, end up in different places.  They will draw conclusions regarding the source of a pollutant by 
comparing the outcomes of their experiments. 
  
Materials: q       coffee filters (cut into 5-inch-long strips)  
q       non-permanent colored markers
q       masking tape
q       dishpans
q       black felt-tipped pens (five different brands)
q       water
q       pictures of the suspects
  
Motivator:  Begin telling the story of Herman the Buck-Toothed Arabian Guppy:
  
Herman was the main attraction at the Museum of Aquatic Oddities.  His fish tank was recently poisoned 
with black ink.  Herman was rushed to the Aquatic Friends Hospital where he is in guarded condition.  
He is one of the last of his kind, an endangered Buck-toothed Guppy.
  
Using the principals of chromatography, the Crime Lab has analyzed the make-up of the ink and now 
they need to match it with the source in order to find out "who done it".  Pens have been collected from 
each of the following suspects:
  
q       Walter R. Merle (Museum Curator):  It has been rumored that Mr. Merle has just recently 
taken out a hefty life insurance policy on Herman.
q       Boris Lang (Collector of Exotic Fish Teeth):  Enough said.
q       Marsha Smith (Museum Tour Guide): Marsh leads tours to Herman's tank every day.  She 
was beginning to feel jealous that the fish got more attention than she did.
q       Scott Wilcox (Former Museum Janitor): Scott was recently fired from the Museum for failure to regularly clean all of the fingerprints off of Herman's tank.
q       Sally Gott  (Administrator at the Aquatic Friends Hospital):  The hospital has been 
criticized and threatened with budget cuts due to the declining number of patients being served by 
them.   
  
Questions:
Ask and discuss these questions before starting the activity.  See Background for help with answers.
q       What is pollution? 
q       Do all substances travel at the same rate through water?
q       How can we identify pollutants once they combine with other things in the environment?
q       Why is it important to identify pollutants?
  
Activity:
1.      Have each individual color a small amount of marker 1 inch up on a 5-inch strip of filter 
paper. 
2.      Place about 1/2 inch of the paper in a dish pan filled with 1/2 inch of water.
3.      The water will travel through the paper carrying pigment with it.
4.      Explain the principles of what they are seeing—chromatography. (See Background, 
below.)
5.      Give each individual a piece of paper containing the real pollutant (previously prepared).  
Also, give them 5 strips of coffee filter, 6 pieces of tape, a dishpan with a half inch of water in 
the bottom, and samples of each of the five different pollution sources (5 different pens).
6.      Instruct each group to test the original pollutant by taping it to the side of the dishpan so 
that only about ¼ inches of the filter is in the water.  Have them observe what happens.  After 
the colors have completely separated (about 3 to 4 inches up the strip) have them set it aside and label it.
7.      Have each group test the other pollutants by writing on a separate strip of coffee filter with 
each of the pens and then taping them to the side of the dishpan as was done with the first 
sample.  Make sure they know which pollutant (pen) each sample represents.
8.      By comparing the different resulting color patterns, they should be able to determine which 
of the pens was the source of the pollutant and, thereby, nab the guilty person.
  
Learning check:  
  
Have the students describe how chromatography works and why it was useful in solving this crime. 
Identify the source of the pollutant and use scientific evidence from their chromatography exercises to 
support their decision. 
  
Background:  This activity uses a technique called chromatography.  The name comes from the Greek 
words chroma (color) and graph (writing). 
  
There are many different types of chromatography.  In all of them, a gas or liquid (like water in this 
experiment) flows through a stationary substance (like a coffee filter).  Since different ingredients in a 
mixture are carried along at different rates, they end up in different places.  By examining where all the 
ingredients end up, scientists can figure out what was combined to make the mixture. 
  
Chromatography can be used to determine the ingredients that make up a particular flavor or scent, to 
find traces of a drug in urine, to separate blood proteins in various species of animals, and to analyze the 
components of pollutants. 
  In this experiment on a coffee filter, the water in the ink carries the pigment into the paper.  When the ink 
dries, the pigment remains on the paper. When you dip the paper in water, the dried pigments dissolve. 
  
As the water travels up the paper, it carries the pigment along with it.  Different colored pigments are 
carried along at different rates, and some travel farther and faster than others.  How fast each pigment 
travels depends on the size of the pigment molecule and how strongly the pigment is attracted to the 
paper.  Since the water carries the different pigments at different rates, the black inks separate to reveal 
the colors that were mixed to make them. 
  
Vocabulary: 
Chromatography:  The visual inspection of a separation of complex mixtures into their individual 
ingredients.  This process illustrates how different substances travel at different rates through the 
environment. 
Mixture:  A combination of two or more substances that are not chemically bound to each other and, 
therefore, will separate from one another.
Pollutant:  An undesirable addition to the air, water, or soil that can negatively affect the health or 
activities or living organisms. 
  
Extensions: 
q       Try this technique with other mixtures that the youth identify. 
q       Try the activity, “How Polluted Is It?” from In-Touch Science: Chemistry & Environment.  
(See “More Great Resources for Grab and Go with Science Activities” at the end of this 
publication.)